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Abstract. An airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has been used as an
interferometer to obtain direct, calibrated measurements of the ocean wind wave
directional spectrum. Flights over the same area from three different directions
produced reasonably consistentresults. The SAR-derived wave data agree well with
simultaneousobservationsby a conventionalwave measuringsystem and with a novel
in situ acousticDoppler system.
receivers and yielding separate radar images. The phase
differencebetween correspondingpixels in the two imagesis
Measuring the directional properties of wind-generated then a dir•Ct measure of the distance which the resolution
waves in the open ocean from a surfaceplatform is a difficult element moved in the time between observations.
task under good weather conditions,and even more difficult
The interferometric technique measures the algebraic sum
in stormy conditions. Not surprisingly, several techniques of small displacements(with respect to time) of the Bragg
for remotely sensingwave propertieshave been developed waves, such as the phase velocity of the Bragg waves
[Jackson, 1981; Walsh et al., 1985], one of the most inter- themselves, the orbital velocity associated with the swell
estingof which is the syntheticapertureradar.
upon which they ride, and any underlying current that may
We have found that by using dual antennas to receive a be present. In our earlier work, we effectively removed the
standardSAR signal, we can measurewave heightswithout ocean wave information by averagingover large areas equivknowingthe relationshipbetweenradar brightnessand wave alent to many ocean wave lengths, which left only the ocean
height [Alpers et al., 1981;Hasselrnannet al., 1985;Raney, current information [Goldstein et al., 1989].
1981]. The phase difference between the images from each
In this study the orbital motion components due to the
antennaforms an interferogramthat is directly proportional wind waves are separatedfrom the Bragg phase velocity and
to the line-of-sight component of the velocity field at the the ocean currents (and saved) on the basis of their spatial
ocean's surface. This information can be converted to califrequencies.The Bragg and the ocean current velocities are
brated directional wave estimates, as we shall show.
usually steady over large areas of the scene, whereas the
Thefollowing
sections
of thispaper
describe
firstthe swell is composed of the higher spatial frequencies that are
principalsof radar interferometry and of the in situ acoustic of interest in the ocean wave spectra. We note that the Bragg
Doppler system, and second the experimental setup and waves are not imaged directly as waves; rather, they provide
results from both remote wave-measuringsystemsare pre- the field of scatterers for the radar return. Because the
sented.
interferometer measures directly the line-of-sight velocity,
independent of such variables as radar power, antenna gain,
1.

Introduction

2.

Remote SensingMethods

2.1.

surface reflectance, etc., it enables the determination of the
actual height of the ocean waves via linear wave theory.

Interferometry

Currents associated with larger gravity waves, internal
waves, and other oceanic phenomenaare visible to conventional and interferometric microwave radar only in their
ability to modulate the surface Bragg waves, which are the
principal scatterersseen by the radar [Stewart, 1985]. Thus
the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image intensity is not
easily related to ocean wave height.
Interferometry is an extension of synthetic aperture radar
which enables measurementof the line-of-sight velocity of
each resolution

element

in the scene. The central idea is to

use two receiving antennas, spaced collinearly along an
aircraft (or satellite) flight path, each connectedto separate
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2.2.

AcousticDoppler Measurement Technique

Currents can also be measured just below the ocean
surface using sound [Emmanuel and Mandics, 1973; Pinkel
and Speiss, 1976]. The essence of the technique is to
transmit acousticpulsesof known frequency and to measure
the Doppler shift of sound backscattered from particles in
the water. For pulses of finite duration, the distance from
which the sound is returning at each instant is proportional
to the time since the transmission. Thus the radial component of the water velocity is estimated as a function of radial
distance

from the device.

For soundreturning from near the surface and with winds
over about 3 m s-• the dominant scatterers are bubbles
injected by breaking waves. The intensity of the backscatter
from bubbles can vary by a factor of 1000, but the bubbles
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are strongly surface trapped both inside and outside the
denser bubble clouds. The profile is thoughtto be roughly
exponential,with a depth scaleof the order of 1 to 1.5 m
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Observations

Ground Track, deg

[Thorpe, 1986;Crawfordand Farmer, 1987].This "bubble

layer"iscontinuous
in windsover3 or4 m s-l . Thisdepth
profile, combinedwith the acousticbeam pattern, determines the vertical weighting of the sonar measurements.

Wave Period, s
Wavelength, m

Wave direction, deg
The sonarusedfor the presentcomparisonwas designed Wave height, m
and operated specificallyto monitor surfacevelocitiesin
(RMS)
order to track both surface wave directional spectra and
lower-frequencymotions [Smith, 1989, 1992]. The system
usesbeampatternswhichare narrowazimuthallybut broad
in the vertical direction (about 2/3ø x 22øbeamwidths). Thus
the Dopplershiftof the returningsoundindicatesthe velocity of fluid averagedover a volumedeterminedby the range
gating, the distanceinterval set by the lengthof the transmitted pulse, and the depth of the bubble layer. For the

and Radar Parameters

202

247

112

13.1
268
107
0.17

13.5
285
116
0.18

14.6
332
95
0.26

FLIP

13
266
110'
0.21

FLIP, floating instrument platform; wavelength, 24 cm;

aircraftaltitude,8158m; aircraftvelocity,217m s-l; antenna spacing, 19.3 m; along-track pixel spacing, 12.1 m;
across-trackpixel spacing,8.2 m; imagesize, 12.4 x 7.5 km;
rangeto image center, 12804m; effectiveresolution,24 m.
*Directional data from the Doppler sonar; wave period,
wavelength, and height from the wave staff.

presentsystem,thesecometo about3 m in rangeby 2/3øin
azimuth (3 m wide at 250 m range) by 2 or 3 m in depth. The

4.

Radar

Results

resultingmeasurementsare "semi-Lagrangian,"following
Plate I is a typical interferogramof the SWAPP scene.It
fluid parcelsin the vertical but not in the horizontaldirec- was obtainedby processingthe received signalsfrom each
tions. This beam geometry also minimizes sensitivity to antennainto compleximages.The phasedifferencebetween
pitch and roll of the platform.
Velocity estimateswere formed by the standardcomplex
autocovariancetechnique[Miller and Rochwarger,1972],as
modified for incoherent, repeat sequence coded sonars
[Pinkel and Smith, 1992]. The sonarstransmitteda 4-bit

the two imagesformed the interferogram.

3.

during this overflightis clearly seen in the interferogram.
This is quantifiedby the two-dimensionalspectrumof the
phase(only)of the interferogram
andis presentedin Plate2.
It is composedof the (spatial)averageof magnitudesquares
of 16 contiguoussubspectra.Each subspectrum
is the dis-

The phasesdifferencesare portrayedin the form of color.
Light blue is used to show zero line-of-sightvelocity. The
color shadesto greenand yellow for motion away from the
aircraft, and violet to magentarepresentsmotiontoward the
repeatsequencecodeevery 3/4 s, with a centerfrequencyof aircraft. As notedearlier, only the line-of-sightcomponentof
195 kHz. Usable returns were obtained from as far as 400 m
the velocity is observed.The phase excursionsof Plate 1
away. Covavianceestimateswere averagedin rangefor 4 ms never exceed -+•r, so.that the phase unwrappingproblem
(3 m),yielding
anestimated
rmserrorofabout10cms-• in doesnot occur in thesedata. The "brightness" of this image
to the receivedpower but with muchreduced
each range bin per transmission(ping). The total system corresponds
contrast, so that the elementsof the SWAPP fleet can be
consisted of 4 beams aimed at 45 ø increments.
seen(the four bright spotsin the lower left of the image).

The presenceof thegentleswellconditionsthatprevailed

Experimental Setup

The capabilitiesof an airborne, interferometricradar to
measure accurately the ocean wave spectra were tested
during the Surface Wave ProcessProgram(SWAPP) [e.g.,
Weller et al., 1991].The experimentsite was located500 km
off the central California coast, near 35øN, 127øW.Much of
the experimentcenteredaroundthe researchfloatinginstrument platform(FLIP) which providedestimatesof the wave
field with a conventional wave staff and the acoustic Doppler

crete Fourier transform of an area of dimension 128 x 128

pixels(about1000m x 1500m). Thetwo brightpeaksclearly
show the dominant wave system with the 180ø ambiguity
inherent in these observations.

The phasespectrumof Plate2 is in unitsof (radians/wave

2. Thisis converted
to a velocityspectrum
by the
system [Pinkel, 1981; Smith, 1989, 1992]. Test flights were number)
performed over FLIP at three different aircraft headings: relationbetweeninterferogramphaseand scatteringelement
112ø, 202ø, and 247ø.These headingsare separatedby 90øand line-of-sightvelocity:
45ø so that waves that are traveling, say, in the along-track
tI) = 2•r
directionin one passwould be travelingin the across-track
Av
directionin anotherpass.Thus we havetestedthe sensitivity
of the measurements

to the ocean wave direction.

FLIP

instruments obtained wave field measurements nearly con-

tinuouslyover the 22 dayson location, includingthe timesof

where(I) is the interferogramphase,fl is the antennaspacing,
A is the radar wavelength, u is the line-of-sightvelocity
componentof the scatteringelement,and v is the aircraft

the aircraft overflights.
The radar used in this study was installed on a NASA

velocity.

DC-8 aircraft operatedby the Ames ResearchCenter and

detail can be found in the work by Goldstein and Zebker

orbitalvelocityfrom the observedline-of-sightvelocity.This
factoris purelygeometricand dependson the directionthat
the wave is travelingrelative to the aircraft, henceit is most
easily derived from the spectra.This factor, G, is [Alpers

[1987].

and Rufenach, 1979]

stationed at Moffett Field, California. The essential characteristics of the radar are included in Table

1. Additional

A further conversion is needed to obtain the wave-driven

< ....

RZZHUTH

Plate 1. The dual antenna interferogram of the ocean surface. Aircraft motion was to the left along the
top of the image, which is the along-track or azimuth direction. The aircraft heading was 202ø. The bright
spots in the lower corner are floating instrument platforms (FLIP) and three ships associatedwith the
Surface Wave Process Program experiment.
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Plate 2. The two-dimensional wave spectrum obtained
from the interferogram. The two sharp spectral peaks show
the 180ø directional ambiguity associatedwith this type of
measurement. This spectrum clearly suggests the ocean
wave field is represented to first order by a unidirectional

sinusoid.
The scaleonthe spectrum
is wavenumber,m-l ,
with the abscissabeing the azimuth direction and the ordinate range.
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WAVES

The directional properties of the waves were obtained directly from the two-dimensionalspectrumand knowledgeof
the plane heading. Prior to this, we had to correct for the
distortionin the SAR spectracausedby scanning.That is, as
the aircraft crossesthe scene, the motion of the waves themselvescausesa changein the observedalong-trackcomponent
of the wavelength.This changeis of the order of the ratio of the
wave phasevelocity to the aircraft velocity. For our data, the
worst case effect was a rotation of the spectrumby about 5ø.
The remainingdirectionalambiguityin possiblewave direction
was resolved by simply noting that the SWAPP experiment
was just off the coast of California. Therefore the waves were
travelingtoward the east.

,

0. I

0.4

OF OCEAN

360

Direction (øTrue)
Figure 1. The directional spectrum obtained by the acoustic Doppler wave meter aboard FLIP. Mean direction is
110ø, and wave period is estimated to be 13 s. The higherfrequency local wind-wave peak is associatedwith periods
of approximately 4 s and with the true south direction. The
broadnessof both peaks in the directional domain is due to
the course resolution analysis used in this example.

of wave direction

obtained

from the

radar are in excellent agreement with the directional estimates obtained by the sonar.
We note that the waves were traveling in essentially the
range direction in the first column, in the azimuth direction
in the third column, and halfway between in the second
column. The measured wave heights agree reasonably well
for the three cases.The azimuth falloff phenomenondid not
affect the results for the long, shallow waves observed here.
5.

Sonar

Results

For the present comparison a "quick look" analysis of the
sonar data is used [Smith, 1992, also manuscriptin preparation, 1993]. Directional resolution is traded for speed and
robustness: estimates can be formed from as little as 3 min of

data. The directionally integratedresults comparefavorably
with nondirectional frequency spectra formed from resistance wire data (Figures 1 and 2). A brief descriptionof the
techniquefollows; a detailed discussionis presentedby J. A.
Smith (manuscript in preparation, 1993).
To form these quick look results, 150 m of data from each
where z is the aircraft altitude, p is the slant range, and a is
the angle between the aircraft velocity and the direction of of the four beams is used, spanningthe range from 75 m to
the ocean wave.
225 m from FLIP (50 independent range bins). Velocity
The angular velocity of each orbiting scattering element, estimatesfrom 1024 pings (768 s) are used, starting at 1317
which is the same as the angular frequency of/the wave, is PST, March 16, 1990. First, a two-dimensional fast Fourier
related to the ocean wavelength, L, by the dispersion transform is performed on the time-range matrix of data from
eachbeam.A 256-point
cos2 windowis employed
in time,
equation
offset by 128 points for successive estimates (which are
2
averaged together). Then the 50 points in range are cos
windowed and zero padded to 64 points. The estimate for
L
each wavenumber is weighted by an amount equivalent to
where # is the acceleration due to gravity. L is obtained, of cos2 0, where0 corresponds
to theanglebetween
thebeam
course, from the spectrum,and the wave heightis simplythe and the surface wave, defined by the ratio of the range
ratio of the orbital velocity to the angular velocity.
component of wavenumber to the wavenumber magnitude
We have integrated the area of the peaks of Plate 2 to from frequency, usinglinear dispersion. The weighted power
obtain the total "energy" (i.e., phase squared)of the wave estimates are separated into + k (outgoing) and -k (incomsystem but have not included the pedestalupon which the ing) parts, and each part is summed. Since the velocity
peaks sit. Although the ocean can be expected to have estimates
are alreadyeffectivelyweightedby cos2 0, the
components of wide band noise, the radar measurements resulting
sumsareequivalent
to cos40 weighted
directional
themselves must produce most of this observed noise. This integrals.
Thenetresultis8 cos4weighted
estimates
foreach
results from the fact that the two interferometer measurefrequency, distributed at 45ø increments in direction. The
ments are separated by a small interval of time, 0.045 s, and effects of range-mean removal, especially at the lower freduring that time, the distribution of reflecting elements quencies, were compensated for through simulation. This
changes enough to cause decorrelation of the received results in a "calibration coefficient" for each frequency.
phases.The result is an additional small, but not negligible, This correction becomes too large for frequencies below
noise term.
about 1/(16 s), given the inherent noise level of the measureResults of the three flight lines and the in situ wave staff ments; thus the estimates below this frequency should be
observationson board FLIP are given in Table 1, alongwith disregarded. These results are relatively insensitive to the
the radar parameters.
most important degrading effect present, the heading varia-

I

z2

G= sin
2aq-•-•COS
2a
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ElevationSpectra,1317-1330PST,3/16/90
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Figure2. Thepowerspectrum
obtainedby a conventional
wavestaffaboardFLIP. Notethesharppeak
at the waveperiodof approximately
13 s. The localhigh-frequency
windwavepeakis seento occurfor
waveperiodsin the rangeof 4-5 s. Note that wavesof that shorta lengthare not visibleto the radarand
hence do not appear in Plate 2.

tionsof FLIP (of the orderof 5ø rms). The resultingdirec- 6.
tional informationis sufficientto estimatethe 0th (power)
through 3rd (skewness)moments of the directional distribu-

tion. (In comparison,tilt androll buoysprovideestimatesof
the 0th through 2nd moments).

Conclusions

In summary,the resultswe have reportedare reasonably
consistentfor aircraftmeasurements
from differentfi•t lines
and for both the conventional in situ and sonar measurements.

Furthermore,measurementsof the waves traveling in the
along-trackdirectionwere reasonablyconsistentwith the meacos4{9basis
functions
(Figure
1).Thisyields
negative
energy surementsmadewhen the samewaveswere travelingacross
sidelobes,but thesedo not interferewith visualinterpreta- track. The azimuthcutoff[Lyzengaand Bennett,1991;Rufention of the results.As seenin bothPlate2 andFigure1, there ach et al., 1991] did not affect these data, since the ocean
were two "peaks" in the surfacewave spectraat the time of wavelengthwas long and the wave heightwas small.
It is interestingto note that the Doppler sonar and interthe comparison(1317-1330 PST, March 16, 1990): a lowerThe resultsare projectedfor displayonto a grid with 5ø
spacingin direction, using the (generalized)inverse of the

frequency "swell peak" and a higher-frequency"local
seas" peak. The largestdirectionalestimatecorrespondsto
a 12.8-speriod (-+0.4), propagatingtoward 110øtrue (_+2.5ø).
The local wind wave peak occursat a 4.2-s period (+-0.05),
propagating toward 350ø true (_+2.5ø).
The acousticDoppler systemaboard FLIP, like the inter-

ferometertechnique,showsa swell spectrumwith a peak
near a 13-s period and a direction of approximately110ø).
The powerspectrumfrom the wave staffon FLIP (Figure2)
showsthe sharppeak characteristicof pure swell conditions,
that also has a period of 13 s. It is clear that both novel wave
measuring devices have obtained the same numerical de-

ferometric SAR measurements are based on much the same

physicalprincipals.Both techniquesinvolve estimatingvelocities from Doppler-like shifts in the frequency of the
backscattered wave (sound waves for the sonar and radio
waves for the SAR). The scatterers are short surface waves

for the SAR, so the phasevelocity of the scatteringwavesis
addedto the estimates(as noted above). The sonar signal
scattersfrom subsurfacebubbles, giving an effective measurementdepth of about 1 m, but with negligibleadditional
velocity (the scatteringbubblesare very smalland rise very
slowly).

Both sharethe sameform of geometriccorrectionfor proscriptionof the wave field, andthat theseestimatescompare jectingthe rangecomponentof velocityontothe planeof wave
well with traditional measurements.
motion,and both are "blind" to wave motionthat is exactly
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perpendicular to the measurementbeam. The sonar system
makesuse of measurementsalong4 differentdirections,so the
combined estimate of directional wave spectrahas no blind
spots.In the SAR case,becauseof the aircraft'saltitudeabove
the surface,the line-of-sightis never perpendicularto the plane
of wave motion. Thus the blind spotsdo not occur.
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